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Abstract 

 

In the objective reality emerging in recent decades systemic transformation of a financial nature 

are manifested at the mega and macro level in the form of the phenomenon of "Finance for Finance", and 

also at the level of economic entities - in the form of a paradigm shift in corporate courses (moving from 

accounting model to financial model of measurement and management). These transformations are 

accompanied by radical changes in the financial behavior and thinking of economic agents, which are 

changing from the model of "economic man" to behavioral finance and modify the system of financial 

measurements - from the accounting tradition of analysis based on financial statements to the "war of 

metrics" ("Metric wars"). In this study, the author considers the problem of financial transformations in 

the economic systems of the industry level - by the example of the financial market. The driver of these 

transformations is FinTech (financial technology). Trends that have developed in this segment of the 

economy after the global crisis of 2007-2009, evidence the emergence of a new system quality in business 

models, not only inside the financial market, but also beyond it. This new systemic quality is a 

consequence of two objective megatrends: the financization of the economy, on the one hand, and its 

digitalization, on the other hand. Emergence of the new quality in the economic systems of the industry 

level makes it necessary to generalize the empirical experience and to interpret it from the point of view 

of fundamental theory.  
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1. Introduction 

Financial transformations, as everyone understood as a profound change in the quality of 

economic systems at different levels, are an objective phenomenon of recent decades. In the author's 

opinion, financial transformations of the industry level are almost not studied today. Their bright 

illustration is the profound changes in the quality of the financial market, the driver of which is FinTech. 

The trends caused FinTech have intensified after the global crisis of 2007-2009. Less than 10 years not 

provide us with enough empirical experience to draw conclusions, but it is ENOUGH to generalize, 

systematize and interpret the existing trends at present.   

 

2. Problem Statement 

FinTech as a result of the financization of the economy, on the one hand, and its digitalization, on 

the other hand, explane becoming of a new systemic quality in the financial market. The task of science is 

the generalization and systematization of this empirical experience and its interpretation from the point of 

view of fundamental economic theory.   

 

3. Research Questions 

To solve the problem, it is necessary to study the following questions: 

▪ to define FinTech, fundamentals and boundaries of this segment of the financial market; 

▪ to set forth the new system quality, which emerges at financial market owing to FinTech; 

▪ to reveal empirical common trends in FinTech development both in the world and its features 

in Russia; 

▪ to generalize the views of experts on the future development of FinTech in Russia. 

   

4. Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to interpret FinTech in the context of systemic financial 

transformations. Such can be irreversible economic phenomenon. In the case of FinTech, they are due to 

the financization and digitization of the economy.  

 

5. Research Methods 

The main methods used in this study - analysis and synthesis (including content-analysis of articles 

and analytical reports, event-analysis), systematization and classification, comparison, expert assessment 

(including the author’s assessment), information visualization and a lot others.   

 

6. Findings 

6.1. FinTech: fundamental theory 

It is commonly known that the fundamental theory treats bank and related non-bank services as 

financial intermediation. The main function of organizations, which provide these services, is to 
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accumulate temporarily free money from some market participants and to deliver it to the other 

participants, who need it, to use on a return, time limited and paid basis. Financial market institutes 

performing this function and activating payment system have been considered quite conservative for a 

long time, as far as business processes, tools and provided services have not been changed for decades 

and centuries. Activity of financial market institutes is strictly controlled. So that to avoid business 

competition, they constantly lobby additional restrictions. Due to these restrictions new services and 

facilities are declared to be financial (non-bank) and are prohibited to be rendered without license.  

Meanwhile, at the fundamental level the main products of financial market, such as information 

and money, are easily digitalized. This implies that financial market can not keep out of the digital 

revolution. Technologies developed during the last decades thanks to the digital revolution modify 

financial market and financial services radically and thoroughly. Not merely economic but also political 

and legal basis is changed, which define financial market. Drivers of these changes (besides the digital 

revolution) are financial globalization, growth of business competition, deregulation of financial markets 

(as regards cancellation of international Bretton Woods system of monetary management for commercial 

and financial relations and transfer to Jamaica Monetary System), financial innovations. The scope of 

quality and quantity changes at financial market is increased owing to “blockchain” technology and 

crypto currency, which is beyond the government control3 and which undermine central banks’ 

monopoly of money flow control. In this context Swiss business magazine “Bilanz” forecasts a revolution 

in the financial world and the economy in general. 

Modern technologies bring into life new business models, such as FinTech companies at financial 

market (fintech start-ups, fintech centres, fintech hubs, fintech clusters, financial ecosystems). In fact, 

most of these definitions are synonyms, but all together they build up fintech industry, which affects 

traditional financial institutes. In business community some experts forecast disappearance of these 

institutes in the near future, others predict inevitable mutual interference of traditional and new financial 

business models. 

 

6.2. FinTech and its interpretation 

The term FinTech appeared in early 90s. Professor Patrick Schueffel mentions that in that period 

bankers proposed projects on optimization of the process of bank services rendering by use of technology 

means. Such projects were called “FinTech” ones and were considered innovation and contributing to 

higher efficiency of financial service. Originally, definition FinTech was used when speaking about the 

technology of operation of financial institutes. Afterwards it was interpreted more generally, including 

projects on upgrading of financial competence and crypto currency, on the one hand, and was used 

beyond the English language becoming the world slogan, on the other hand. In practice, FinTech can turn 

into a bubble owing to some segments (for instance, crypto currency). If this bubble burst, the technology 

will remain and will be accepted as a business-standard of financial industry (Schueffel, 2017). 

According to the opinion of many members of business community, FinTech is a financial 

industry with innovations. PwC interprets FinTech as a dynamically developing segment at the 

intersection of sectors of financial services and technologies, where technological start-ups and new 
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market entrants apply innovation approaches to products and services, which at present are provided by 

the traditional sector of financial services (Global FinTech Report, 2017). 

It should be noted that FinTech is adopted not only at financial market, but also beyond it: from 

IT-companies to retail and social media (Fig. 01). This demonstrates the convergence of the financial 

world (Global FinTech Report, 2017), which also shows its expansion and existence of the new system 

quality in this market segment. 

 

 

Figure 01.  Convergence of the financial world (Global FinTech Report, 2017) 

 

6.3. FinTech as a new system quality 

As is known, profound changes of system quality, which result into appearance of a new system, 

are called transformation (Khotinskaya & Chernikova, 2013, 2018). FinTech is a new phenomenon at 

financial market, which spreads outside its bounds. Its system characteristics are the following: 

▪ breakthrough financial technologies in the field of payments, money lending, investment, crypto 

currency, etc, which are rapidly implemented at various markets of products and services 

(financial market, trade, IT, social media, etc.); 

▪ reinterpretation of model of financial market and its interaction with product markets up to 

establishment of financial ecosystems; 

▪ change of format of interaction between people and institutes with money pursuant to the 

principle “manage myself” or to the principle of disintermediation (refusal from intermediators); 

▪ transparent and low-cost technological services, which enable new behavioural scenarios with 

the use of available mobile applications and new financial mentality of economic agents. 
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New system quality FinTech is based on the set of modern technologies, such as: 

▪ distributed databases Blockchain – chains of information units arranged according to certain 

rules; 

▪ concept of computer network of physical items (Internet of Things, IoT), equipped with built-in 

devices to communicate with each other or with the environment reducing human exertions; 

▪ big data, smart data; 

▪ cloud technologies, which ensure secure data storage and remote work with it, and mobile 

applications; 

▪ artificial Intelligence, AI, which in the recent years evolved from describing function to 

analytical, predictive and prescribing one. At present it is a set of related technologies aimed at 

understanding human intelligence with the use of computers, including voice recognition, 

machine learning, expert systems (digital assistants and bots inclusive), automated dialogue 

systems or virtual agents (chat-bots); 

▪ biometry for the purpose of unique person identification to ensure secure access to information 

and material objects. 

The above mentioned technologies are not merely financial. They are the result of digitalization of 

economy. Nevertheless, participants of financial market intensively apply them for the transfer to new 

services and business-formats. 

Online-services, by which clients are communicated with, are the specific feature of FinTech. This 

communication can be various depending on the involved parties. B2B stands for business-to-business; 

B2P - business-to-person; P2B – person-to-business; P2P – person-to-person or peer-to-peer. The 

essential feature of FinTech is the work with persons in formats B2P, P2B and chiefly P2P. For P2P 

format comfortable P2P-services are developed. In the centre of such business model is a retail consumer, 

who accomplish his aims using platform – solutions proposed by a FinTech-company. The most popular 

services, business relationship options are currently being formed: B2G (between business and 

government), B2E (between business and employees). 

The traditional areas of financial services, where FinTech is rapidly developed, are as follows: 

▪ money transfer and payments: identity verification and generation of login accounts to keep 

money (for instance, bank accounts), devices for money depositing and withdrawal (for instance, 

cheques and debit cards), systems for secure money exchange between different countries (for 

instance, ACH); 

▪ borrowing and lending: consumer institutes, which aggregate money from depositors, and then 

lend it to borrowers (for instance, credit cards, mortgage or auto lending); 

▪ wealth management: advisors, which consult brokers and investment managers on the subject of 

financial investments (for instance, investments in the stock market), as well as pension planning 

(for instance, pension and aid) and real estate; 

▪ insurance: life insurance, property insurance (for instance, car or home insurance), accident 

insurance or health insurance; 

▪ currency. 
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6.4.  Global trends in FinTech development and Russian features 

Most of experts agree that the burst of FinTech started after the global financial crisis under the 

conditions of mistrust of banks and difficulties with taking out loans (Chishti & Barberis, 2016; He et al., 

2017; Kleiner, 2002; Kornai, 1998; Myers, 1996; Philippon, 2017). The period after 2008 is the "golden 

age" of FinTech. This means that FinTech’s age is nearly 10 years. This is very little by historical 

standards. Meantime, this financial practice gives the empirical material which allows specifying the 

global trends and national (here is Russian) peculiar features: 

▪ the scope of global investments in FinTech has increased by 3 and more times: from $9 billion in 

2010 to $31 billion in 2017 [KPMG – The Pulse of FinTech, 2017, 2018] – such impressive 

dynamics shows high potential of FinTech growth and almost unlimited opportunities for 

breakthrough innovations; 

▪ the shift of financial centres from developed economies to developing markets. Top-5 ranking of 

countries with the highest adoption of FinTech key segments (Tab. 01) demonstrates that China 

is the leader in money transfer and payments, in financial consulting (planning), in investments 

and lending (the largest market of P2P-lending - more than $150 billion); 

▪ in FinTech global industry Russia is far behind the leaders – less than 0,1% of world 

investments. As regards the scope and the structure of FinTech, as well as institutional and 

regulatory environment this Russian economy segment is at its early stage of development; 

▪ however, as regards FinTech Adoption Index Russia took the 3rd place (43%) among the 20 

largest world markets in 2017 compared to the average index of 33% (China – 69%, India – 

52%) (Financial system change. Transforming capitalism to make it fit for a sustainable future. – 

EY, 2017). In our opinion, these estimates are overly optimistic, since Russia is represented 

mainly by Moscow and St. Petersburg, the most advanced regions in terms of FinTech. The 

country markets in this study are compared with the two megacities of Russia, which is not 

entirely correct from a methodical point of view. 

▪ the “digital gap” is a serious problem that impedes FinTech development in Russia: small and 

medium credit institutions fall far behind the largest banks and FinTech-companies in 

development of digital competence. Those, who won’t be able to reduce the “digital gap”, are 

very likely to be consolidated or gone away from the market (Digital-Russia-report, 2017). 

 

Table 01.  Top-5 ranking of countries with the highest adoption of FinTech key segments 

Money transfer and 

payments 

Financial 

planning 

Savings and 

investments 

Borrowing and 

lending 
Insurance 

China  83% China 22% China 58% China 46% India 47% 

India 72% Brazil 21% India 39% India 20% 
United 

Kingdom 
43% 

Brazil 60% India 20% Brazil 29% Brazil 15% China 38% 

Australia 59% USA 15% USA 27% USA 13% South Africa 32% 

United 

Kingdom 
57% 

Hong 

Kong 
13% 

Hong 

Kong 
25% Germany 12% Germany 31% 

The source: statista.com 
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6.5.  Development prospects of Russian FinTech-industry 

According to the experts’ opinion, the main trends in development of FinTech-industry in Russia 

in the near future will be as follows (Main directions of development of financial technologies for the 

period 2018-2020-CBR, 2018; Digital-Russia-report, 2017): 

▪ transformation of traditional banks (mostly, large ones) into entirely digital banks; 

▪ large banks will move out of the bounds of traditional banking business. Classic banks will be 

transformed towards financial ecosystem; 

▪ dynamic interaction of banks with high-technology companies within the framework of joint 

elaboration and implementation of innovation solutions, innovation outsourcing or other ways of 

cooperation (for example, small financial companies, which can not afford updating of their IT-

system, can involve companies, which provide technological solutions in the format of 

outsourcing – from cloud services of data storage and processing to application of advanced 

analytical methods for big data analysis); 

▪ strategic partnership of banks with aggregators of user information (for example, social networks 

and communication operators), which give access to external data on clients in order to make 

credit scoring, cross-selling, etc. more accurate; 

▪ rearrangement of financial market in favour of new entrants; 

▪ focus of small and medium banks on basic services (work with balance sheet and transactions), 

including under White label, which will allow to compete at the market at the expense of cost 

reducing. 

   

7. Conclusion 

Which of these trends will prevail at the Russian market much depends on legislative regulation of 

FinTech-industry and efficiency of decisions taken.   
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